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ABSTRACT

Identification, analysis and visualization of functional
molecular networks are key objectives in systems
biology and the logical extension of existing molecular
profiling techniques. Here we used TIS (toponome
imaging system) imaging to visualize co-location of
proteins in tissue samples, thereby integrating two
distinct information domains, morphology and
molecular interaction. Using a library of 13 selected
dye-conjugated antibodies, TIS recorded a stack of 13
fluorescence images, each showing the same visual
field, with high fluorescence values indicating the
presence of the corresponding bio-molecule or protein.
We show first results obtained using machine learning
approaches that allow the identification and spatial
analysis of co-location patterns without manual
thresholding. The authors believe that TIS imaging in
combination with advanced visual data mining
methods can contribute substantially to addressing
several outstanding issues in systems biology where
molecular co-location is involved.
1. INTRODUCTION
To understand cellular biology on a systems level,
important relationships between intra-cellular molecular
components must be understood not only at a functional
level but localized in the spatial domain as well [1, 2]. As
a consequence, new bioimaging techniques have been
proposed recently to visualize co-location or interaction
of several molecular components simultaneously. These
include MALDI imaging [3], Raman microscopy [4], and
TIS [5] (also called MELC) all of which generate
multivariate bioimages, that pose substantial new
challenges for computer scientists from the domains of
data mining, bioinformatics, image processing and
visualization [6,7]. TIS (Toponome Imaging System)
uses a library of M dye-conjugated antibody markers to
localize different proteins in a stack of images from the
same visual field using an iterative protocol running in M
cycles of labeling and soft bleaching. In [8] we have
shown how TIS imaging can be applied in cancer
research for in situ protein network mapping. However,
the localization and extraction of relevant co-expression
information and its integration in modeling and pathway

	
  

analysis needs new algorithmic approaches. The standard
way to analyze TIS images is to apply a threshold to each
image of the stack so that each image is reduced to
binary values. Although this reduction step is
straightforward, a non-threshold based approach is
preferred because thresholding images is bias-prone,
subjective and time-consuming and relies entirely on
user expertise, reducing the reproducibility of the final
results.
In this paper we show how to explore TIS images for a
first time on the grey value level using unsupervised
machine learning methods. The problem in analyzing
TIS on the grey value level is that the full data set of M
grey value images, each one with ~10002 pixels and a
minimum grey value precision of 28 represents a high
volume of complex data. This cannot be analyzed adhoc, since a visual inspection of all images, or RGB
visualization of three images selected from the entire set,
is not possible–it would overburden the visual memory
and the cognitive skills of any user. One method of data
reduction can be applied in the spatial domain with the
detection of cells as proposed in [9]. And for small M
(<6) a combination of cell segmentation and scatter plots
can be used as proposed in [10]. But TIS images are
usually recorded for much larger antibody libraries
(M>10) so alternative approaches are definitely needed.
In this paper we show how a combination of image
processing, dimension reduction, and principles from
scientific/information visualization can be applied to
render molecular co-expression maps (MCMs) for TIS
data and we will discuss first results obtained for two
samples from a cancer study.
2. METHODS
2.1. TIS Imaging
TIS imaging was applied to two tissue samples from the
same colon cancer patient. One tissue sample was
selected from a cancerous tumor, while the other sample
was selected from healthy colon tissue obtained at the
same time. An antibody library of 22 tags (see [6] for
details) was applied to record 22 fluorescence images
from two manually selected visual fields in each sample,
leading to four TIS data sets. For each of the stacks, we
automatically align all the images using their corres-

	
  

	
  

Figure 1: A pseudo color molecular co-expression map (MCM) obtained with vector quantization clustering and
dimensional reduction. Similar colors at two pixels, possibly far from each other in terms of pixel distance, represent
similar co-location patterns in these two pixels. That is, the same proteins are expressed in much the same way at the
two pixels. This may indicate similar biological functions at the two pixels. The whole framework supports the process
of visual data mining, i. e. the user explores the high dimensional image data in an interactive dynamic visualization
that allows two kinds of zoom-in: First, a geometrical zoom allows the user to change the scale of the image display,
resolving morphological details on different scales. Second, the user can zoom into the M-dimensional space by
selecting individual clusters on the right, highlighting and bookmarking them (see bottom row). The bar glyphs
represent the components in the cluster prototype, i. e. the co-location pattern. One interesting first observation is that
on the left (tumor tissue) the co-location pattern heterogeneity seems to be much lower than on the right (healthy
tissue). In addition, co-location clusters can be observed for the cancer sample that are totally absent in the normal
sample.

Figure 2: DAPI channel images of the two specimens shown in Figure 1 (in the same order) overlaid with the results of
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method, after picking the centroids of the top 20 clusters. Note that unlike Figure
1, the pseudo coloring shown in this Figure is not topology preserving in the 13-dimensional space of intensities. The
bar charts near the top right of each of the two maps above show a histogram of the top 20 Molecular Co-Expression
Patterns (MCEPs) found in the sample. The pseudo coloring here is based on the MATLAB® jet colormap.
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ponding phase contrast images. From these data, 13
channels, each usually corresponding to its own
protein, were selected for a deeper analysis. These four
13-dimensional TIS images are referred to as Ic1, Ic2, In1,
In2 (c: cancer, n: normal). In each image, a pixel (x, y)
is associated to a 13-dimensional intensity vector i(x,y) =
(i1,…., i13)(x,y) with ij∈[0,1] for all j=1,2,…,13.
2.2. Topology Preserving Pseudo-Colour Molecular
Co-location Maps (MCM)
Imaging in systems biology may have the disadvantage
that only a (comparatively) small number of molecular
variables can be identified. However, one advantage of
imaging in biology is the availability of moleculartopological information, i. e. the assignment of
molecular information to the spatial domain, for
instance tissue morphology. This allows a more
differentiated analysis of molecular networks
dependent on the anatomical site. Thus, providing a colocation visualization in the image domain which
supports a simultaneous analysis of morphology and
molecular networks is important. In this work color is
chosen to encode co-location patterns. In contrast to
previous TIS publications we use colors to represent
pattern similarity. This means that when two pixels (x,
y) and (x', y') show similar co-location grey value
patterns i(x,y) and i(x', y') they are drawn in similar colors
in a pseudo-color map.
This follows the idea that protein patterns which differ
only in one or few proteins may contribute to related
functions. One can easily obtain a visual impression of
co-location pattern distribution of whether clusters with
similar colors, and thus possibly with similar functions,
form compact sub-regions in an image or are spread
over the whole image. To map all co-location patterns
{i(α)}α = 1,…,P of one or two TIS images (with P as the
total number of pixels) the image is first preprocessed.
To this end a modified median filter was applied to
eliminate outliers. Afterwards, bilateral filtering [11]
was applied to smoothen homogenous regions while
preserving the edge information. The grey values in
each image of a stack were scaled to [0,1] using a
tanh(·) squashing function which also introduces a
slight contrast enhancement in the images. In the next
step we apply vector quantization to the data and
project the cluster centers {u(k) }k = 1,…,K (with K as
the number of clusters) to a two dimensional space.
Next we select a continuous 2D color scale and map
the 2D coordinates of the centroid of each cluster to
positions in this scale. For dimension reduction, one
can apply for instance PCA, Sammon mapping, LLE or
other techniques. In this study, we apply the self organizing map [12] since it combines the steps of
clustering and dimension reduction following the
topology preservation principle (in 13-dimensional
space). We applied our approach for the exploration of
high dimensional MRI data by using the (hue,
saturation)-disc of a HSV cone as color scale [13]. To

	
  

create a pseudo color map for one image, each pixel (x,
y) is mapped to a color by looking up the bestmatching cluster unit using a chosen metric d(·), for
instance using the euclidean distance or the angular
metric: u(k) with k = argmink (d(i(x,y),u(k))) and its
corresponding color coordinates. We have integrated
the whole approach in our online bioimage analysis
platform BIOIMAX (BioImage Mining, Analysis and
eXploration) so that users can browse the visualization
independently of their operating system, using only
their web browser, as shown in Figure 1. In the middle
one can see two pseudo color images (shown in grey
due to workshop format restriction). On the left a TIS
pseudo color image from cancer tissue is shown, and
on the right a TIS image from normal tissue.
Both pseudo color maps are rendered using the
clustering obtained for the combined data set of all four
images. Using the mouse cursor, single clusters can be
selected from the color palette on the right and their
components can be examined. On the left, the list of all
antibodies is shown, so that a user can select one image
and tune the opacity of the pseudo color map. In this
way, color can directly be linked to grey value
intensity.
2.3. Molecular Co-Expression Patterns (MCEPs)
In this section, we describe a slightly different
approach for finding and displaying co-expression
patterns found in the TIS image data. We first rescale
the intensity values in each of the aligned TIS images
to the range [0,1]. As a next step, we segment the
aligned DAPI channel to extract pixel locations
corresponding to the cell nuclei and their immediate
neighborhood only. This step ensures that only
molecular patterns localized to cell nuclei and
cytoplasm are considered. This removes signal from
stroma and lumen in the case of colon, for example,
which may add noise to the process of pattern analysis.
This segmentation of pixels into nuclei and their
immediate neighborhood is achieved using Gaussian
mixture modeling (GMM) using the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) for model selection [14,
15]. We then employ the standard agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method and pick the top twenty
clusters localized to nuclei and their vicinities. We call
such a cluster a Molecular Co-Expression Pattern
(MCEP). In a similar fashion to the method described
in the previous section, each of the centroids of these
clusters is given a unique pseudo color. However,
unlike the method described in the previous section, the
color allocation here is not topology preserving.
Instead, we employ the MATLAB® jet colormap, a
variation of the hsv colormap, which goes from dark
blue (for the first MCEP) to dark red (for the last
MCEP) passing through the colors cyan, yellow, and
orange in between.

	
  

3. RESULTS
Our results show readily identifiable visual differences
between tumor and normal tissue in a new information
domain. Due to the introduction of unsupervised
learning in TIS visual data mining, the color code
follows the topology preservation principle mapping
the co-location information in the fluorescence values
to color coordinates. Thus, differences can be observed
on the level of protein co-location patterns and on the
level of (x,y) pixel topology as well (Fig. 1). This can
reveal relationships between protein co-location and
tissue morphology which is fundamentally different to
the standard TIS visualization approaches using
thresholds and random colors [5,8].
DAPI-labelled nuclei allow an easily implementable
approach to automated identification of individual cells
and the extraction of cellular co-location features. An
in-depth analysis of these patterns showed additional
co-location patterns for proteins which were different
for tumor and normal tissue. Results of cell-localized
MCEPs for the same four TIS image stacks are shown
in Figure 2. It is clear from these results that this
approach both confirms the observations made by
earlier pseudo coloring and serves as a complementary
tool for exploratory analysis of the multi-variate TIS
data.	
  
4. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed approach shows how complex, highdimensional microscopy data can be analyzed and
explored for interesting co-location information that
can be fused with protein network or pathway
information from other sources such as pathway databases.
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